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Multiple  constraints  in SPMs  are  considered  a problem  that  can  be  solved  in  a nondeterministic  polyno-
mial  time.  In  this  paper,  we  propose  a  novel  approach  solving  the  data  allocations  in multiple  dimensional
constraints.  For  supporting  the approach,  we  develop  a novel  algorithm  that  is  designed  to  solve  the  data
allocations  under  multiple  constraints  in  a  polynomial  time.  Our  proposed  approach  is  a  novel  scheme  of
minimizing  the  total  costs  when  executing  SPM  under  multiple  dimensional  constraints.  Our  experimen-
eywords:
eterogeneous memories
ynamic programming
ig data
ptimal approach
ata allocation

tal  evaluations  have  proved  the  adaptation  of the  proposed  model  that  could be an  efficient  approach  of
solving  data allocation  problems  for SPMs.

© 2016  Elsevier  B.V.  All  rights  reserved.
igh performance

. Introduction

The dramatically booming requirements of high performance
mbedded systems have been driving multi-core system designs
or big data processing in recent years [1]. As one of the popu-
ar approaches supporting software-controlled on-chip memories,
cratch-Pad Memory (SPM) has been broadly implemented in a vari-
ty of industries while the data volume becomes large [2,3]. An
mportant benefit of using SPMs is reducing the total operating cost
y allocating data for having less hardware overhead and more data
ontrols [4]. The data accesses are controlled by a program stored
n SPMs, which can process big data by dynamic manipulations.
or gaining an efficient data processing, the critical issue of the
ost optimizations is designing an approach of achieving optimal

ata allocations. Focusing on this issue, this paper proposes a novel
pproach named Optimal Data Allocation in Heterogeneous Memo-
ies (ODAHM) model, which sights at minimizing the total costs of
PMs by organizing and controlling the data allocations.

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 9147733253.
E-mail addresses: zhh@henu.edu.cn (H. Zhao), mqiu@pace.edu (M.  Qiu),

inchen2012@hust.edu.cn (M.  Chen), kg71231w@pace.edu (K. Gai).
1 This work was  supported in part by the National Science Foundation under
rants CNS-1457506 and NSF CNS-1359557 (Prof. M.  Qiu).
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The recent development of the heterogeneous memories in big
data mainly addressed the minimizations of the costs by balancing
different dimensional consumptions, such as energy, performance,
and time constraints [5–7]. The operating principle is that the input
data are mapped onto difference spaces in SPMs. The challeng-
ing aspect of using this mechanism is that it is hard to guarantee
real-time performance within the desired cost scope due to the
complicated allocation processes [8,9]. The performance of hetero-
geneous memories can hardly reach the full-performance unless
the efficient data allocation approach is applied. This restriction
will become even more challenging when the data size turns
into larger and the amount of the cost dimensions gets greater.
Therefore, we consider this restriction a critical issue in improv-
ing heterogeneous memories in SPM and propose our approach
to solve the data allocation problems with multiple cost dimen-
sions.

The proposed model, ODAHM, defines the main operating
procedure and manipulative principle, which deems multiple con-
straints influencing the costs while the data are allocated to
memories. We  modelize the operation of data allocations into a

few steps, which include defining constraint dimensions, mapping
the costs for each constraint, and producing optimal data allocation
scheme according to the inputs. Implementing ODAHM  can enable
an advanced data allocation strategy for SPM since more impact
factors can be involved for saving costs.
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For reaching this goal, we propose an algorithm, Optimal Multiple
imensional Data Allocation (OMDDA), which is designed to solve
-dimensional constraints data allocation problem. This algorithm
ses dynamic programming and produces the optimal solution syn-
hronously under a few constraints. The operation principle of this
lgorithm is using a deterministic approach to point at the cost
aused by the corresponding constraints, which are mapped in the
able. We  produce local optimal solutions for each constraint and
enerate a global optimal solution deriving from the outcomes of
he local optimal solutions.

Main contributions of this paper are threefold:

 We  propose a novel approach for solving the big data allocation
problem with multiple dimensional constraints for heteroge-
neous memories in SPMs, which is a NP-hard problem. This
approach supports the designs of the complex SPM systems
considering all influencing elements.

 This paper proposes a novel algorithm to solve the problem of
data allocations in SPMs, which can be applied in solving other
problems having the similar big data scenarios.

 The proposed algorithm offers a method that can produce global
optimal solutions that are executed by mapping local optimal
solutions and using dynamic programming.

The remainder of this paper follows the order below: Recent
elated work in data allocations in SPM are reviewed in Section 2.

e also present a motivational example in Section 3. Main concepts
nd the proposed model are exhibited in Section 4. In addition, main
lgorithms are given in Section 5. Moreover, we  display a number
f experimental results in Section 6. Finally, conclusions are stated
n Section 7.

. Related work

We  have reviewed recent research work of data allocations
n heterogeneous memories from different perspectives in this
ection, such as reducing energy costs and increasing working effi-
iency. The increasing demands of the Internet-based applications
ave driven a higher-level of memory requirements [10–13]. First,

t has been proved that the power leakage consumption is a criti-
al issue for heterogeneous memories with large scaled transistors
ue to the different memory capacities [14,15]. This has resulted

n obstacles in applying heterogeneous memories since allocating
ata to different memories needs to assess various costs taken place
uring a few phases, such as data processing and data moves.

Recent research has been focusing on reducing costs using
ifferent techniques in various fields. Addressing the physi-
al operating environment, a proposed approach was  using
emperature-aware data allocations in order to adjust the work-
oad distributions between cache and SPM [16]. The optimization

ethod was applying an energy-aware loop scheduling algorithm.
he energy could be saved when the loop scheduling was improved
y retiming-based methods. Meanwhile, considering the operat-

ng system environment, an approach was proposed to have an
ntegrated real-time/non-real-time task execution environment for
eparately running the real-time or non-real-time nodes on OS and
inux [17,18]. This approach could reduce the total costs through

 selective execution. However, the proposed approaches above
ainly focused on software level optimizations, even though the

nergy consumptions and other costs can be managed or controlled

y a software-based solution. There is little relationship with the
anner of data allocations to memories.
Moreover, the volatile-related features of the memories provide

ptimizations with optional choices. One advantage of using
eterogeneous memories is that the volatile memories can be
al Science 26 (2018) 402–408 403

combined with non-volatile memories, which can lead to saving
energy [19]. The benefits of using non-volatile memories include
low power leakage and high density, but the unbalanced usages and
inefficient tasks scheduling [20]. A solution [21] was produced to
being an efficient scheduling method by optimizing the global data
allocations that are based on the regional data allocation optimiza-
tions. This approach can be further improved when more elements
are considered. Our proposed approach can solve the problem cov-
ering multiple elements.

Next, for further optimizations, other constraints are also con-
sidered, such as reducing latency, increasing success probabilities,
and hardware capacities. An approach [22] solving multidimen-
sional resource allocations has been proposed, which combined a
few low-complexity sub-optimal algorithms. This mechanism used
the principle of integrating a few suboptimal solutions to form an
adoptable solution. Our proposed scheme distinguishes from this
approach since we  generate global optimal solutions deriving from
the local optimal solutions in different dimensions.

In addition, a genetic algorithm was  proposed for data allo-
cations of hybrid memories by configuring SRAM, MRAM, and
Z-RAM [23]. This algorithm was  designed to enhance the perfor-
mance of SPM by dynamically allocate data to different memories
having various usage constraints. Combing this genetic algorithm
with dynamic programming, the memory costs can be reduced in
terms of power consumption and latency [5]. Despite the memory
performance can be increased, the implementations can only pro-
cess the limited constraint dimensions due to the time complexity
restrictions.

Another research direction focused on reducing costs on Phase-
Change Memory (PCM) that could consist of multiple memories
on different levels of the memory hierarchy [24,25]. The meth-
ods used in PCM are similar to heterogeneous memories in SPM.
One approach was partitioning and allocating data to the multi-
tasking systems depending on the memory types [26,27]. However,
the solutions based on this research direction could hardly solve
the problem of the computation complexity when aiming gain an
optimal solution.

Furthermore, allocation optimizations have also been applied
in saving energy consumptions, such as energy storage within the
distributed networks [28]. Another approach of reducing the com-
plexity was  using the weighted sum of the usage from multiple
channels [29]. Nonetheless, most optimizations could solve partial
of the complexity problem within the constraints.

In summary, our approach is different from most prior research
achievements. The proposed approach is a scheme of producing
optimal solutions for multiple dimensional heterogeneous mem-
ories. We  further expand the condition constraint from a limited
amount to multiple dimensions.

3. Motivational example

In this section, we  give a simple example of using our proposed
approach to process data allocations to heterogeneous memories.
In this example, assume that there are 4 ZRAM and 2 SRAM avail-
able. Main memory is always available for data. There are 7 input
data that required different read and write accesses. The output is
a data allocation plan that requires the minimum total cost. Table 1
represents the cost differences of data allocations to each memory.

Table 2 displays the number of the memory accesses, including
Read and Write. 7 input data are A, B, C, D, E, F, and G. For instance,

data A require 5 reads and 2 writes, according to the table. Our
example’s initial status is to allocate A → Main, B → SRAM,  C → Main,
D → ZRAM, E → Main, F → Main, and G → Main.

Based on the conditions given by Tables 1 and 2, we map  the
costs of data allocations to heterogeneous memories in Table 3. For
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Table 1
Cost differences for data allocations to heterogeneous memories.

Operation SRAM ZRAM Main

Read 2 3 75
Write 2 7 75

Move
SRAM 0 10 72
Z-RAM 6 0 72
Main 70 76 0

Table 2
The number of the memory accesses.

Data Read Writes

A 5 2
B  10 8
C  8 5
D  4 4
E  2 10
F  3 15
G  15 4

Table 3
Mapping the costs for heterogeneous memories.

Data SRAM ZRAM Main

A 84 105 525
B  36 96 1422
C  96 135 975
D  22 40 672
E  94 152 900
F  106 190 1350
G  108 149 1425

Table 4
Allocation cost for data A.

525 (Main) 105 (ZRAM)
84 (SRAM)

Table 5
A partial D Table.

A 0 1 2 3 4 ZRAM
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A → Main, B → SRAM, C → ZRAM, D → ZRAM, E → ZRAM, F → SRAM,
G → ZRAM.

The detailed mechanism of our approach is given in Sections 4
and 5.

Table 6
D Table. The optimal data allocations are bolded.

0 1 2 3 4 ZRAM

A
SRAM 0 525 105

1 84
2

B
SRAM 0 1947 621 201

1 561 141
2 120

C
SRAM 0 2292 1596 756 336

1 1536 696 276
2 657 237

D
SRAM 0 3594 2268 1428 796 376

1  2208 1368 736 316
2 1329 697 277

E
SRAM 0 4494 3168 2328 1580 948

1  3108 2268 1520 888 468
2  2229 1462 830 410

F
SRAM 0 5844 4518 3358 2518 1770

1 4458 3274 2434 1686 1054
2 3214 2374 1626 994 574
SRAM 0 525 105
1 84
2

xample, as shown in the table, data A costs 84 when it is allocated
o SRAM, switched from Main memory. We  are going to use Table 3
o calculate the total cost after the allocations. For obtaining the
nal optimal data allocation plan, we will produce a D Table show-

ng the optimal data allocation plan. The generation process is given
s follows, which consists of a few steps.

First, we only consider one input data A. Deriving from Table 3,
e produce a four-cell grid that is shown Table 4. As shown in this

rid, we mark the memory to the corresponding cost. Meanwhile,
he D Table generation starts from adding Table 4 into the D Table.
able 5 represents the manner of the data insertions in D Table.
s displayed in the table, A refers to the new added data A. In the
rst row, 0–4 means the availability of ZRAM. Correspondingly, 0–2
eans the availability of SRAM in the second column. For instance,

25 is associated to (0, 0), which means neither ZRAM nor SRAM is
vailable for data A. The cost of data A is 525 in this situation, which
s allocated to Main memory.

Next, we consider adding data B to continue generating D Table.

ig. 1 represents the process of adding Data B into D Table. We  mark
he table showing the partial Table D with data A cost as DAC, table
howing data B costs as DBC, and partial D Table for data A and B
s DB. Since the maximum cases for each cell is 3, we alternative
Fig. 1. Generating partial D Table for data A and B deriving from Tables 3 and 5.

the allocation plan with the lowest cost in each cell. For calculating
the values, we  use the memory availability values as coordinates.
For example, DB(1, 1) refers to 141 in DB; DBC(1, 0) refers to
96 (ZRAM) in DBC. Therefore, the minimum cost for each cell in
DB, DB(i, j) can be gained by min〈[DBC(0, 0) + DAC(i, j)], [DBC(0,
1), DAC(i, j − 1)], [DBC(1, 0), DAC(i − 1, j)]〉. For instance, DB(1,
1) = min〈[DBC(0, 0) + DAC(1, 1)], [DBC(0, 1) + DAC(1, 0)], [DBC(1,
0) + DAC(0, 1)]〉  = min〈[1422 + 0], [36 + 105], [96 + 84]〉 = min〈1422,
141, 180〉 = 141.

Moreover, we add all other data by using the same method. A
completed D Table is shown in Table 6. A, B, C, D, E, F, and G refer to
the order of adding data. We  bold the number that is correspond-
ing to the optimal solution in this example. According to the table,
the lowest data allocation cost is 1143 after data G are added to the
table. Based on this finding, we move backward obtain all data allo-
cations, which are 1143 → 994 → 888 → 736 → 696 → 561 → 525.
We can gain the data allocation plan for each data from the calcula-
tion method mentioned above. Therefore, the data allocation plan is
G
SRAM 0 7269 5943 4667 3507 2667

1 5883 4607 3423 2583 1835
2 4566 3363 2523 1775 1143
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. Concepts and the proposed model

We  illustrate our proposed model by defining the main target
roblem and concepts used in the model.

.1. System definition and problem statement

We  assume that the data partition process of the input data
ompletes before the data allocations. For generating the alloca-
ion plan, the target cost for saving purpose is determined and the
nformation is available, such as computing cost per Read or per

rite. The research problem is defined by the following Definition
.

efinition 1. [Minimizing cost of data allocation on heteroge-
eous memories (MC-DAHM) problem] Inputs include a chain of
ata, initial data locations, the number of available memories for
ach type, the number of the memory access for each data, the cost
f each data for Read, Write, and Move. The output is a data allo-
ation plan. The research problem is finding out the data allocation
lan that can minimize the total cost.

In this problem, inputs include the number of data, initial data
ocations, the number of memory types, the number of available

emories for each type, the number of memory accesses for each
ata, the cost of data operations, including Read, Write, and Move.
ur aim is to produce a data allocation plan that allocate the input
ata to the available memories by using the minimum total cost.
he total cost calculation method is given in Eq. (1).

osttotal =
n∑

i=1

(Di × RCj + Di × WCj + Di × MVj) (1)

Assume that there are n input data D. As shown in Eq. (1),
osttotal refers to the total cost of data allocations. Di× RCj means
he Read cost for a certain data and RCj is the Read cost for data Di
ach time. Di× WCj means the Write cost of each data and WCj is
he Write cost of Di at each time. Similarly, Di× MVj is the Move
ost and MVj is the Move cost of Di at each time. The total cost is
umming up all n input data’ costs.

.2. Optimal data allocation in heterogeneous memories
ODAHM)

In our proposed model, there are mainly three steps for gen-
rating the data allocation plan. First, when the data were loaded,

he cost of each data at each memory will be calculated. Three cost
perations will be calculated, including Read, Write, and Move. The
esults of the costs will be mapped into a table. A sample is given in
ection 3 as Table 3. Second, a D Table will be generated for gaining
he optimal data allocation plans by using dynamic programming.
proposed ODAHM model.

A sample of D Table is given in Table 6. The creation process of D
Table is the critical component of our model. We  give the mathe-
matical formulations about D Table generations in the late part of
this section and describe computing algorithm in Section 5. Finally,
we find out the optimal data allocation plan once the D Table is
created.

Fig. 2 represents the operating process of the proposed ODAHM
model that shows three main steps. As shown in the figure, input
requirements include the information about both input data and
memories, which will be used for mapping each data cost at each
memory. At the phase of D Table generation, we create the table
by adding data in a succession manner. Assume that there are m
types of memories available. We define one type of the memory
as one dimension. The definition of N-Dimensional Heterogeneous
Memories is given by Definition 2.

Definition 2. [N-dimensional heterogeneous memories] ∃ n types
of the memory available for alternatives, we define “n” as the
number of dimensions and the available memory set is called
N-Dimensional heterogeneous Memories. Each memory type can
have different number of memories.

Once the D Table is accomplished, we can find the data alloca-
tion paths to determine the allocation plan. The detailed method
description is given in Section 5.

5. Algorithms

In this section, we  propose the algorithm to generate the opti-
mal  data allocation using dynamic programming. We  define a few
definitions used in our algorithm, including B Table defined by
Definition 3 and D Table defined by Definition 4.

Definition 3. [B Table] We  use a multiple-dimensional array to
describe a table that stores the cost of each data at each memory.
Inputs include each data’s cost when it is assigned to a memory.
The output will be a multiple-dimensional array. ∃ j  types of mem-
ory, {Mj}, and each Mj has nj memories available. The mathematical
expression is BTab[i]〈(M1, nb1), (M2, nb2), . . .,  (Mj, nbj)〉, which rep-
resents the cost when datai use j types of memory and the number
of each memory type.

Definition 4. [D Table] We  use a multiple-dimensional array to
describe a table that shows the total cost of data allocations by
storing all task assignment plans. Input is the B Table. The output
will be a multiple-dimensional array storing all task assignments

as well as their costs. ∃ j types of memory, {Mj}, and each Mj has nj
memories available. The mathematical expression is DTab[d]〈(M1,
nd1), (M2, nd2), . . .,  (Mj, ndj)〉, which represents the cost of all d data
when using j types of memory. The tuple shows the assignment
plan.
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Fig. 3. Comparisons of costs under Setting 1.

Fig. 5 shows the comparisons among Random, Greedy, DAHS
and OMDDA algorithms under setting 3. Our proposed algorithm
had an advantage in saving costs, according to the display of the
06 H. Zhao et al. / Journal of Comp

lgorithm 1. Optimal multiple dimensional data allocation
OMDDA) algorithm.
equire: The B Table BTab
nsure: The optimal data allocation
:  input the B Table
:  DTab[0] ← BTab[0]
: FOR ∀ rest cell in DTab,
:  /* DTab[i]〈(M1, nd1), (M2, nd2), . . .,  (Mj , ndj)〉 */
:  minCost ← ∞
: FOR ∀ cell in BTab[i],
:  /* BTab[i]〈(M1, nb1), (M2, nb2), . . .,  (Mj , nbj)〉 */
:  IF ∃ DTab[i-1]〈(M1, nd1 − nb1), (M2, nd2 − nb2), . . .,  (Mj ,

ndj − nbj)〉
: sum ← BTab[i]〈(M1, nb1), (M2, nb2), . . .,  (Mj ,

nbj)〉 + DTab[i-1]〈(M1, nd1 − nb1), (M2, nd2 − nb2), . . .,  (Mj ,
ndj − nbj)〉

0: IF sum<minCost
1: minCost ← sum
2: update the data allocation plan
3:  ENDIF
4: ENDIF
5: ENDFOR
6: ENDFOR
7: RETURN the optimal data allocation by searching the D Table

according to the memory condition.

Algorithm 1 shows our proposed algorithm and the main phases
f our algorithm include:

 Input B Table.
 Start generating D Table. We  copy BTab[0] to DTab[0] to produce
the first partial D Table, which represents add data[0] to D Table.

 We  add data[1] to the D Table by calculating the data allocation
costs based on the partial D Table generated by the last Step 5
and partial B Table BTab[1].

 Add all data by applying the same method used in Step 5 until
the D Table is generated.

 Find the optimal data allocation by searching the lowest cost
in D Table according to the memory condition. Output the task
assignment plan.

. Experiments and the results

The n-dimensional dynamic programming algorithm, OMDDA,
s designed to find the optimal data allocation for multiple dimen-
ional heterogeneous memories. Our experiments accomplished
omparisons among Random algorithm, Greedy algorithm, DAHS
lgorithm [14], and our proposed algorithm. The comparisons
ocused on comparing four algorithms’ data allocation costs and
ime consumptions. We  implemented our experiments on a Host
hat ran Windows 8.1 64 bit OS. The main hardware configuration
f the Host was: Intel Core i5-4210U CPU, 8.0 GB RAM.

We configured three experimental settings for assessing the
erformance of the proposed algorithm. There were three mainly
ariables in our experiments: the number of the data kind, the data
ize of every kind data, and the number of the available memories.

Three experimental settings are:

Setting 1: We  configured 7 kinds of data, each kinds data has 1 M
size, 2 M available SRAM and 4 M available ZRAM.
Setting 2: We  configured 8 kinds of data, each kinds data has 1 G
size, 1 G available SRAM and 5G available ZRAM.
Setting 3: We  configured 10 kinds of data, each kinds data has 1 G
size, 1 G available SRAM and 6 G available ZRAM.
.1. Experimental results

Fig. 3 shows the comparison among Random algorithm, Greedy
lgorithm, DAHS algorithm and OMDDA algorithm under setting 1.
s shown in the figure, our proposed algorithm could accomplish
Fig. 4. Comparisons of costs under Setting 2.

all tasks with requiring the lowest cost. The Random algorithm
demanded the largest cost because there were great chances to
allocate data to those memories inquiring bigger costs. Greedy algo-
rithm usually needed more costs than DAHS and OMDDA  but there
were some chances for Greedy to produce optimal solutions. The
DAHS and OMDDA algorithm have the same solution since they
both are optimal data allocation algorithm.

Moreover, Fig. 4 shows the comparison among Random algo-
rithm, Greedy algorithm, DAHS algorithm and OMDDA algorithm
under setting 2. Our proposed scheme had a better performance
than both Random and Greedy algorithms under this setting.
Fig. 5. Comparisons of costs under Setting 3.
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Fig. 6. Comparisons of the saved costs showing the difference between OMDDA and
Random or Greedy algorithms.
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ig. 7. Comparisons of execution time among Random, Greedy, DAHS and OMDDA
lgorithms.

gure. The vertical axis showed the cost levels for each algorithm.
he advantage was obvious under this setting.

Fig. 6 shows how much cost OMDDA had saved comparing with
andom and Greedy algorithms under each setting. As shown in
ig. 6, we could obtain the finding that the data size had a nearly
ositive relationship with the saved cost. It proved that our pro-
osed scheme was suitable for the data processing in the big data
ontext. The volume of the saved cost will become greater while
he data volume becomes larger.

Fig. 7 shows the comparisons of execution time among Ran-
om algorithm, Greedy algorithm, DAHS algorithm and OMDDA
lgorithm. As shown in Fig. 7, we can see our proposed algorithm
as less execution time than DAHS even through they have same
ptimal solution.

In summary, our experiments prove that the proposed algo-
ithm, OMDDA performed better than Random algorithm and
reedy algorithm under all configured settings. Compare to DAHS,
MDDA algorithm has less consumption time to generate the opti-
al  solution. Our findings also showed that the OMDDA had a better

erformance when the data volume is in a bigger size.

. Conclusions

This paper addressed the issues of using heterogeneous memo-
ies to enable high performance big data processing and proposes

n optimal solution that could generate the data allocation plans
ith the lowest cost. The proposed model was  named as Opti-
al Data Allocation in Heterogeneous Memories (ODAHM) and

he main algorithm in the model was Optimal Multiple Dimen-
ional Data Allocation (OMDDA) algorithm. We  had implemented

[

[

al Science 26 (2018) 402–408 407

experimental evaluations to examine our proposed model’s per-
formance and the collected results showed that our model had a
great advantage in saving cost due to the optimal data allocations.
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